
               Four Skills For Embodiment Around Others  
   MODULE 1: Orienting to Body Up Learning 

 
Lesson 1.5 - TALK!  

 
In these Body Up! Practices TALK!  means give words to your body awareness 
and share about it.  
Part of the reason to talk about our embodied experience is so that we listen to 
our own sensations, physical preferences and bodily knowing. We take the time 
to find words that fit our experience, and we take it seriously. 
 
In addition, talking about our embodied experience helps us feel seen, and feel 
like we matter. 
 
Many of us learned not to share our body up truth, or any vulnerability, in our 
families. Maybe it was not safe. Maybe it upset people and was more trouble 
than it was worth, or maybe we just never learned to put words on our feelings 
and sensations because our families did not know how to do that. When we 
cannot talk about difficult things, they tend to get stuck and shame-bound. 
 
In Body Up! Co-Regulation we put words on our body up experience because it 
can help us to:  

• Understand what is happening to us  
• Ask for what we want  
• Get help when we are stuck, uncomfortable or confused  
• Talk about things we may feel alone with or ashamed of, so  
• Build trust and intimacy by including our emotions in our relationships 
• Reinforce doing  things that are good for us,  

 
For examples, after co-regulating I’ve said: 

“I notice I took two deep breaths after sitting up” 
“I felt excited and found myself smiling when I saw you” 
“I can still feel the grumpy but I am not so scared of it” 
“Energy is moving though my body and I feel less tired.” 
“That brought me to feeling tender and in my heart.” 

 



Putting words to our body up experience allows us to share, digest and make 
sense of it. This is essential.  So, talking about what we notice is a key part of 
Body Up! Co-Regulation. We all do better when we can name and share our 
experience. 
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